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To all whom it may concern: 7 
‘Be it known that I, CHARLES CLARKE 

BRUFF, a subject of the King of 'Great 
I Britain, residing at Coalport,England, have 
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invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments 1n and Relating to Covered Hollow 
WVare, of which the following is a speciiii 

‘ cation.v ' 

This invention relates to improvements 
in and relating to covered hollow ware, and 
being partic‘ularly applicable ‘to ?ctile ar 
ticles it will be hereinafter'described in that 
application. , . , 

, Inparticular the present invention aims to 
obviate that incongruouscornbination of a 
‘metal lid or cover and a ?ctile vessel which 
is emphasized in such vessels as covered jugs: 
and ‘the like ;‘ also to counter these‘ diffi 
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‘ dividual ?tting‘v of ‘each and every metal 

culties of‘ manufacture which arise from 
irregularities Ofy‘SlZB', and figuring, these 
irregularities requlring more ‘or less 1n~ 

' cover to its vessel, and unless the manufac 
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tu'rer has facilities on his own works to 
produce ‘and fit the covers, the vessels ‘must 
be despatched to makers of these ‘metal cov 
ers whereby. production‘ costs are ‘burdened 

m 1 with the costs of packing and transport, and‘ 
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with ‘the delay and risk of damage in transit. 
To the foregoing ends the improvements 

according to the present invention are di7 
rected to that type‘ of‘ vessel ?tted with a‘ 
loose removable lid or‘cover having a rigid 
lip or vergein which upon the vessel being 
held atv an inclination the lid or ‘cover v'is 
held at points on the front or delivery side 
of the vessel and the back of the lip' or verge 
of the lid or cover comes or bearsagainst 
the interior of the neck of the vessel where‘ 
by the lid or cover is prevented ‘from fall 
ing off the vessel. 

According " to 
engagement between the lid‘ orv cover com~ 
ponent and the vessel component from op‘ 
posite plain faced wall parts on the‘front or 
Idelivery side of the vessel is effected" by 
elastic means as local friction grips applied p‘ 
to one component, for example, the rigid lip 
or verge of the ?ctile lidor cover, such elastic 
means frictionally reacting with the vessel 
to form a plain face friction grip lock to 
hold the lid or cover‘ at the front while the 
back of the lip or verge by coming or‘ bear 
ing against the interior of the neck of the a 
vessel completes the lock, thus preventing 
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the lid‘ from falling forward, and securing 
it against accidental ‘ displacement during 
the inclination oflthe‘jve‘ssel. I‘Moreover by 
such ‘frictionally reacting ‘ means,‘ ‘for ex 
ample, rubber stud-like members, slack ?ts 
ting of a ?ctile lid or cover may be neutral 
ized‘and a desirable‘ tightness of the lid or 
cover on ‘its ‘vessel,insured, even to'theexé‘ 
tent that a falling‘ backward as well‘ as a 
falling forward of the,’ lid is‘hindered or‘ 
prevented when the vessel is completely in 
verted. " ‘ 

The elastic members, for example, rubber 
studs applied to'thelip or verge of‘the‘lid“ 
or cover‘so as to be'capable of frictionally' 
engaging‘ the vessel‘ from ‘ opposite points‘ 
on;the delivery side of'the vessel, will {set up" 
a grip lock of the lid or‘cover sufficiently 
effective to hold the lid or ‘cover; at these 
points and preventy‘the ‘lidor, cover from 
fallingoff whenthe vessel ‘:is tilted,‘ or even" 
completely inverted,‘ as i above‘ described.‘ At 
the same ‘time the lidor cover‘jmay be quite‘; 
easily removed when ‘required. ' 

‘ Thus let the studs be located 1‘on which divides the plan’or‘inscribedlcirclejof 
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a cylindrical or equivalent vessel, ‘has a jug‘ " 
for exampleinto unequal segments of which . 
1n the case of a Jug, ‘for example, the small? 
segment is on, the deliveryside of the » ves-_ 
'sel, it‘ will be seen that the‘ lid “or‘lcover can; 
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bevquite'easily‘ removed,without using more , 
force‘ than is required to liftjup the‘ lid" on 
cover by tilting it backwardly from ‘the Cl-ir 
livery side, the reasonlfor‘ this beingthat] 
the arcuate path Ofthestud‘S thus produced ‘ 
cuts across~chords of increasing length.‘ 
As further conducing to-safety the mouth 

of the'vessel may be sloped so that it rises 
to the highest point on the delivery side, 
of the vessel. ‘ ' l 

95%., 

For the purpose of enabling the improve- : 
ments under the present invention to be i‘ 
more‘readily'understood, reference is here-r‘v 
inafter made to the accompanying drawings, 
in which an application of‘ the invention: to 
‘a jugis shown, and iinwhichz 

. Figure 1 is a wow 1n pro?le'and‘partly 
section of a jug provided with a lock or . ' 

105 1 safety lid in, accordance with the present 
invention. ' ' 
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Fig. 2 is a section on the line w-y of,‘ I 

In carrylng the present invention into 
practical effect, it is convenient, in the ‘case 110 
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‘of a jug a with lip bgito form the lip or verge 
c of the loose lid or cover d of the shape-or 
contour ofa horseshoe. _ . ' c 

That part of thelip or'verge-‘c remote! 
' from the lip ‘bis preferably‘ slightlylengtln 
'ened, While the part of ‘the lip orlverge 0 
nearest the lip b is ?tted on the opposite 
sides 'of a planepassing medially through 

' the ‘lip,body, and‘ handle‘ of the jug, with 
two or more rubber studs e; 6’, adapted to 
take up'any slackness‘ in ?tting and to grip 
the interiorsurface of the wall of the jug 
especiallyiwhenv the vessel’ is tilted. ‘ 
The studs 6, c’ ‘are illustrated‘ as‘ consti 

tuted of double ?angedstems which are‘ 
sprung into- perforations in‘ the ‘wall of the 
lip or verge c soas tobe retained thereln by‘ 
the companion'?anges, but any suitable or 
appropriate method‘ of fastening the studs 
in position-may be adopted without'depart-V ' 
ing fro'mwthe present invention.‘ _ , i 

V 7 Obviously the studs or like grip means 
may be ?tted to the wall of. the vessel in-. 
stead of to-thelid. or cover.- ’ > v ‘ 

Themouth of the vessel may if desired be 
sloped " as, shown for furthervsecurity but 
slopingv of the mouth of the, vessel is not es 

' sential vfor the purpose ofnthe presentin 
vention. 7. l __ . e. 

vAs'v conducing to additional safety, that 
part; of ' the lip or verge of the lid orscover. 
which is-remote'from the lip band the cor 
r =_'ponding part ofthe neck of thefvessela 
may be sloped outwardly. ; h 
qWhat'I claimis: ' .. a a , r 

I zlrlnfia covered vessel 'of the’ type de4 
scribed, in combination,’ a‘ vessel component, 
a. loose removable vcover component, said 

fcover component having a rigid verge the 
40 backlof which isdadapted to .bear against 

the‘ int‘eri'orof the‘ neck of the vessel to 
‘counter a‘tiltingniovement ofsaid cover’ 
component toward the pouring side of the 
vessel, and saidfcomponents, on the pouring 
side thereof, having corresponding plain‘ 
faced wall parts with appertaining interme 

- diate elastic means as‘local- friction grips on ‘ j ‘ 
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one component for frictionally reacting with 
the other componentto form a plain face 
friction grip lock. ‘ . ‘ 

2. In- a covered vessel of the type de 
scribed, in combination, a vessel component, 
a loose removable cover component, said 
cover component havlng a rlgld verge the 
"'back‘of which is adaptedto bear against the 
interiorof the neck ‘of the vessel to counter 
a tilting movement of sand cover component 
toward the pouring side of the vessel, and 
said components, on the pouring side‘ there 
of,v havlng ‘corresponding plain faced wall 
parts with appertaining elastic‘ members in 
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apertures of the verge‘of'said cover com~ " 
ponent as local friction grips for frictionally 
reacting with the vessel component to realize ' 
a plain’ face friction 
side of the vessel. 7 i __ 

3. A loose cover fora vessel ofthe type 
described with a plain interior wall surface, 
said cover having a rigid verge the back of 
which is adapted to bear against the-interior 
of the neckof the ‘vessel to counter a tilting 

grip on the pouring 
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_movement of. said‘ cover'toward the delivery 7' 

siderof the vessehpandelastic members as local ‘plaln face friction grips invapertures 
of theverge of said cover ‘adapted to form 
av friction grip lock on theplaininteriorf 
face of thevessel 011 the pouring side thereoff 

4. A loose cover for a‘ vessel ofthe type 
described with a plain interior wall surface; 
said cover having a rigid verge the back of 
which is adapted to beara‘gainst the interior 
of the neck of thevessel to, countera tilting 
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movement ofv said‘ cover toward the ‘delivery; 
side of the vessel, and elastic members as 
local plain face friction grips in apertures 
of the verge of said cover. adapted to formv 
afriction grip lock on the plain interior 
face of the vessel on the pouringside-‘there 
of, said 'elastic'members each consisting of 
rubber studs with ldisk>like head and foot 
retaining portions. ‘ - V 

‘In ‘testimony wliere'of,_l'al?x signature- , e 

' .cHARLEs CLARKE-BRUFR V‘ 
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